Once a semester, Cadets undergo the Combat Water Survival Test, a multi-event test designed to push cadets to their limit as they survive and overcome their physical limitations.

The test consists of five parts: a 10-minute stamina swim, shedding of gear in the water, a 3 meter drop, a five minutes treading water, and a 25 meter swim. Of these, all but the stamina swim are conducted in the combat uniform. Two events are conducted with load bearing equipment and three are conducted with dummy weapons.
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This year’s Ranger Challenge was a grueling physical contest, which consisted of four six mile ruck marches and several events that included cadets carrying water jugs, tires and dummies up and down ski slopes. Alpha Team managed to take home fourth place.

Range Day

The Wildcat Battalion was honored to be able to use Fort Riley to hone their marksmanship skills as Cadets grouped, zeroed and attempted to qualify on the 300 meter pop up range.

Communications Lab

Cadets were taught how to properly set up, operate, and disassemble Army radio systems. They also learned proper radio etiquette and call signs.
Weapons Lab

Cadets were taught marksmanship fundamentals and how to properly operate M4’s, M16’s, M249’s and M240B’s during lab at the National Guard Armory in Manhattan.

Patrol Base Operations

Cadets learned how to properly recon and occupy patrol bases. They also learned what operations to conduct within the confines of the patrol base including weapons maintenance, sector sketches, and range cards.

Halloween PT

Every year, Cadets congregate to show off their costumes and compete in a dodgeball tournament. This year saw a great deal of skill both on the court and in creativity.

Upcoming Events:
Fall Awards Ceremony